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The article examines the socializing multidimensional value of a 
fairy tale. The writers claim that the fairy tale is intended to merge 
personal, collective, and public concerns in the individual's awareness, 
crystallizing the value dimensions of good and evil, handsome and ugly, 
strong and weak, righteous and unjust. Taking the presumption that 
socialization is established via the modernization of norms, value 
systems, and stereotypes as a result of the historical course of 
development that are related to society and individual preferences, the 
authors supported the game logic of the multidimensional values of fairy 
tales. In this perspective, the fairy tale is regarded as a variety of critical 
thinking and a normative manifestation of social behavior, in which 
cognitive, value, and ontological mechanisms of the individual's 
constant socialization are focused. In contrast, the game logic of 
socialization in Louis Carroll's and Hovhannes Tumanyan's fairy tales 
is studied. 

Keywords: socialization, social mobility, fairy tale, behavior, norm, 
order, transformation, adaptation. 

 
The situational review under the current conditions of informational and 

communication technologies is developing in the discourse of history 
resulting in new social norms. Furthermore, this process is accompanied by 
anomalies, which, according to the American sociologist Merton, influence 
individual behavior and weaken the consensus of values and norms formed 
within the framework of historical discourse, necessitating the need to 
provide a multi-level possibility of individual adaptation (conformism, 
innovation, ritualization, retreatism, rebellion)[4, pp.55-56]. Corporate greed, 
denial, and cruelty in individualism established on the basis of individualism's 
principles and the emerging net of floating modernity in this process have 
become the conduct of irresponsible and selfish "new heroes" by the 
opposing viewpoint[2,p. 240]. The article aims to provide a basis for creating 
a universal rational society devoid of religious, ecclesiastical, family, 
cultural, and moral-psychological rulings, as well as traditional, symbolic, and 
folkloric images that give historically fixed protection in memory. As a result, 
fairy tales are being appraised in new ways in many layers of modern society 
and sent to the foundry of one of the most enigmatic processes of 
socialization-fairy stories. Since ancient times, humanity has formed social 
cohabitation rules through fairy tales, emphasizing those borders of good and 
evil, powerful and weak, beautiful and ugly, righteous and unjust, which at 
the time merely thickened the duration of socialization. Based on these 
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assertions, fairy tales united cognitive, value, and ontological mechanisms of 
social connections as a type of critical thinking and stabilized social behavior. 
This is precisely what fairy tales contribute to, the process of long-term 
socialization, and, in reality, for the sake of initiating interactions with others, 
they drive the "I" into a competitive game, where the winner should be the 
possessor of the most honorable virtues. E. Bern identifies three types of 
egos: a parent, an adult and a child, the communication skills of each of 
which are determined by which of these three states the personality is 
currently playing in. Behavioral patterns are formed as a result of 
communication or when attributing figurative situations, which is common in 
the case of fairy tales. There is an incorrect belief that a person's history may 
remain in the past; yet, the status of "ego" is inextricably linked with the past 
and present. If the "child" and "parent" egos are not fixed, the "mature 
person" ego is the most assured. The latter is based on available possibilities 
and accumulated experience, as a consequence of which we learn to make 
a decision. The "child" ego is frequently lost among the other two, yet many 
layers of our thinking are established specifically from infancy and by stimuli 
such as fairy tales. This is why certain behaviors are conducted without one’s 
consciousness; the perception of behavioral models becomes the standard 
of higher self-awareness. We prevent from regulating all other patterns 
through cognition. [3, pp.35-41]. 

Fairy tales have been harmoniously designed for all people around the 
globe and have entered the value system of cognitive thinking inherent in 
distinct communities. Fairy tales, in reality, are intended to build, instill, and 
develop the norms required for socialization, debugging, and adjusting 
human behavior. Fairy tales have a hierarchical structure for these reasons, 
within which mechanisms for the protection of a fair order are established. 
As a rule, a creative altruistic hero (a wise king, a brave warrior, a fearless 
young man, a hardworking beauty) acts with the responsibility of the 
"guardian of a fair order", punishing betrayal, belittling cowardice and 
spinelessness, encouraging diligence, praising wisdom. In this range of 
value multidimensionality, the fairy tale as a way of socialization of a person 
from early infancy has been noticed for its direction and regulating functions. 
Fairy tales confer these attributes as well ".․․ social mobility (stratification) is 
not only filled with creative perversion, but it is also free of genetic limitations" 
[5, pp.27-28]․  

As such, it has been coordinated in tandem with the cultural and ideological 
hegemony of the new elite and has been at the heart of the process of 
socialization being in continuous motion since the Renaissance period, as 
Parsons believed, in the process of socialization of the new elite and stated that  
"the genetic plasticity of the human body and the ability to learn lies exactly 
there". The general purpose of socialization is to instill in "newcomers" to society 
a sense of loyalty and dedication to the system at least. A person "accumulates" 
similar values in himself when conversing with others, as a consequence of 
which compliance with recognized regulatory requirements becomes part of his 
motivational structure[6, pp. 369-371]. 
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A fairy tale, in reality, is an artistic narrative fashioned by a particular 
system of values and linguistic cognition, in which the depiction of high 
human desires illustrates the conflict of heroes symbolizing good forces 
against bad forces: a conflict that invariably results in the triumph of good 
forces. Furthermore, the people communicate their valued ambitions and 
aspirations through the metaphorically presented heroes and fantastic 
occurrences in the fairy tale. In folklore images of fairy tales, such as 
dwarves, elves, fairies, giants, mermaids, trolls or witches, the real and 
magical (miracle), as well as the dream of a happy life, are mixed. Fairy tales 
basically have the same beginning as "Once upon a time", "No idea in which 
country, in which kingdom", and the epilogue is characterized by the 
expressions "three apples fell from the sky", "they reached their desire, and 
you will get to your desire". Initially, the author of fairy tales is the people. 
Later, individual authors like Hans Christian Andersen, Charles Perot, the 
Brothers Grimm, A. Pushkin, S. Marshak, Hovhannes Tumanyan, Ghazaros 
Aghayan developed folk tales, at the same time and independently, revealing 
the mutual coherence of the nations and the universe. 

The author's fairy tales, which reveal his unmistakable beliefs about 
Victorian England's sociopolitical reality, are an exceptional example of the 
author's fairy tale: "The entire universe is a massive chess game that can 
produce an unprecedented move." [7, 15-20 ]. 

The social structure of society is a certain form of interaction of an 
individual whose behavior is mainly determined by social positions 
(statuses), social functions, social norms and values [6, pp. 27-28]. 
Representatives of the lower stratum of society are widely represented 
during the game of croquet [6, pp. 369-371]. It is worth noting that the social 
status of many heroes is underlined in their names-Controller, Duchess, 
Queen, King. 

Carroll classified her characters based on social statuses, and Alice is 
designed to reveal the diversity of values between herself and others, 
creating bridges between the possible and the impossible. Social adaptation 
and social mobility are the causes of status changes. Furthermore, Alice's 
social mobility testifies in support of the society's openness. At first glance, 
this ridiculous and bizarre fairy tale created by a humble Oxford 
mathematician L. Carroll presents current readers with the true image of 
injustice at many levels of the society's social structure and the possibilities 
of resisting it. 

Fairy tales have conquered centuries and old, historical obstacles and 
with their help a person understands the game of life and develops new 
mechanisms of vital activity, the capacity appreciating himself and his 
personality. “The one  getting the best pleasure is where the one who gets 
pleasure is the best and the noblest [10,p.207 ]. The core of socializing is to 
coordinate and adjust a person's conduct with others while also taking into 
consideration the needs and capacities of others, without overestimating the 
potential of self-realization of one's own "I". By supporting such an approach, 
the community is modeling "fair" behavior, contributing to the perception of 
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the multidimensionality of social relations, the establishment of emotional 
stability, the education of an innovative attitude to others, as well as the 
development of communicative competence and social skills. Modeling of 
"fair" behavior begins in childhood, and fairy tales contain such modeling 
aspects that not only serve the formation of social relationships among 
children but adults as well. Russian children's book writer K. Chukovsky, 
having studied the influence of fairy tales on children and people in general, 
formulated them as follows 

CCF = 1 –σ1
2 ; σ1

2 ∈ [0; 1], 
where  σ1

2 is the percentage of investments in overall changes, such as 
cognitive indicators among people, the general influence of the primary 
component or primary hero on other components,  as well as the variations 
of "good and evil, morality and unbelief". When σ1

2  equates to 1, the 
contrast becomes more accentuating and special, while otherwise there is a 
general perception of the phenomenon. According to K. Chukovsky, 
socialization is directly related to the key points of fairy tales. 

Soc = (r({oij}, {eij}) + 1)/2, i = 1…M; j = 1…N, where {oij}  is the chain of 
values among children and  E = {eij} is the chain of values among adults, 
whereas  M and  N  are independent variables. The higher is the level of 
socialization, the closer the index value is to 1 [7, pp.36-39 ]. Here we are 
confronted with another crucial question: children view the world and 
socialize primarily in proportion to their parents' socialization, implying that 
individual remarks on fairy tales may share a common language of notion. It 
should be emphasized that the generation of "Homo Sovieticus" raised by 
the medium of the Russian language through Soviet cartoons and fairy tales 
has a value system based on common language thinking. We are convinced 
that the separation between old and young generations is frequently driven 
by the value differences inherent in this language thinking. In their most basic 
versions, fairy tales have tremendous power. Grimm's fairy tales, written 170 
years ago, are still regarded as unique "agents" of instruction. This 
psychosemantic approach is particularly visible in maintaining and restoring 
people's thinking in post-Soviet countries. 

Because  "in truth, the game is a devotional activity aimed at directly 
supplying for necessities, therefore giving them priority can address many 
more concerns than one might expect," fairy tales and games become an 
essential culture [ 7, p. 216]. 

Fairy tales, in fact, are the first attempts to know evil and good through 
familiarization with social norms and the use of adaptation mechanisms. 
Fairy tales, which have traditionally gone through a complex process of 
transformation and brought up generations, often become just classic works, 
but if we try to look at the work of "The girl and the matches" by Andersen 
with a child's eye, we will see that the issues of socialization are more acutely 
posed within the framework of the humanization of society. Was the society 
socialized, which, apart from private interest, was not interested in improving 
the common interest, unlike the "abandoned"  Andersen's heroine? Carroll’s 
Alice appears before us in a super-modern and superhuman way to adapt to 
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any situation and, what was more encouraged, to adapt the situation to 
herself. And so we unequivocally recognize that the cognitive complexity of 
interpersonal perception is characterized as an indicator of personality 
development, therefore it is important to strengthen interpersonal and 
person-society relations by solving socialization issues. To preserve her 
existence, Alice sets norms in her world, and even the seemingly chaotic 
situation is simply viewed as a reflection of the real world in real time. To 
determine the purposefulness of the socialization process, it is necessary to 
answer the following question: is it possible to socialize during the game, first 
and foremost, through invented, and then seemingly superabundant 
hypothetical thoughts, such as Alice in her world, to see the world from top 
to bottom, to see the world through her own prism, to change the world and 
assert herself in accordance with the dream? 

It is noteworthy that in Soviet reality, the long-lasting socialized image of 
L. Carroll’s Alice was rewritten. Firstly, the red and white figures were 
presented as black and white, after which the marginal way of thinking and 
the fear of leaving the "square" manifested itself in the interpretation of the 
work. Meanwhile, Alice, who seems to be dedicated, not apprehensive of 
change, and endures obstacles, demonstrates the roles that one may take 
on and succeed in if you have a clear aim, "I want to become a queen" [9, p. 
216]․ From an average figure to the major character, everything is a game, 
and one must be prepared not only to play but also to adapt, learn and 
highlight flaws and omissions in the public sphere in authenticity. In fact, L. 
Carroll gives the game philosophy of life through the focused image of 
"Alice," which a PERSON observes in authenticity and generates for himself 
the possibility to self-actualize. However, in today's world of new information 
and communication technologies, there are many individuals who are unable 
to respond to adaptation problems, living at ages 20, 30, and 80, and playing 
the game of life with a meaningful role philosophy. In this context, Alice 
does not see the point in the Hatter's desire to wind up a watch that is not 
able to show the time. However, this is only his opinion and the result of his 
orienting behavior, and it seems that the logic of the whole work is violated 
somewhere. But in fact, this is another proof that the new one, which ensures 
constant adaptation to the social environment, does not always fit into our 
logic and, properly accepted by others, is absorbed into reality like a sponge, 
as Alice did, despite the seemingly ridiculous circumstances. Alice was rather 
doubtful whether she ought not to lie down on her face like the three 
gardeners, but she could not remember ever having heard of such a rule at 
processions; and besides, what would be the use of a procession,' she 
thought, if people had all to lie down upon their faces, so that they couldn't 
see it?' [9,p. 76]․  Carroll’s Alice makes her own rules to interpret reality in an 
unusual way without breaching the rules. It also makes it possible to take into 
account the value-based multidimensionality of the socialization process 
and, in the name of the security of one's own existence, avoid communication 
monotonies and failures. Based on the value-conditioned multidimensionality 
of the socialization process, an individual (for example, Alice) purposefully 
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rotates around a center (both acting in a net and in a gradual manner as well) 
capable of pulling or managing the uncertainty of spatial space. Alice, the 
defender of public welfare and justice, acts as the axis of this center, who, 
with her charisma, assumes the role of a leader to change, adapt or 
purposefully reject reality. In fact, charisma is a "divine gift" with which a 
person endowed not only influences the situation, but can also change it․  
For these reasons, in the Oxford Explanatory Dictionary, "charisma" (Greek 
Χάρισμα) is characterized as a powerful (strong) personal quality of 
attracting people [ 8, p. 236] ․  It is noteworthy that later M. Weber, along 
with studying the structure of the concepts of "power", "possession", 
defined charisma as a gift of God, a potential given by God, "a gift of 
God. An individual blessed with such abilities, according to Weber, 
possesses all of the qualifications necessary to become a "leader." 
Because charisma is a qualitative attribute of a personality, it is first 
and foremost the outcome of its extraordinary traits, and as such it is 
"inaccessible to everyone, which is why it is the highest capacity of 
aristocracy and the outcome of others' imagination." [1, с. 341- 342]. In 
fact, charisma is a qualitative characteristic of people with exceptional 
abilities, with which they differ from ordinary people․  In fact, being 
closely interrelated with the problem of freedom, creative initiatives, 
responsibility and socialization phenomenon, charisma retains 
stable levers of self-affirmation. Such an interpretation helps the leader 
(for example, Alice) to analyze the connection between the phenomena and 
the bridge events gradually unfolding between different layers of society, 
differentiating the processes of primary and secondary socialization․  If the 
primary socialization is based on the behavior of the "main players", then the 
second is to evaluate one's own presence in an accessible environment. In 
light of the foregoing, we underline that social value systems change greatly 
depending on society's level of connectivity․  As a result, in a traditional 
community, this phenomenon assumes the maintenance of order. Sahyan's 
work "Day Turned Dark" in which an Armenian man (or a kid) is socialized 
by conserving tradition symbolized by the crystallization of folklore value, and 
willingly obeys the existing order developing silently. Time cannot be 
hastened, no matter how tough it is, as long as there is no realization of the 
role. 

One was abashed by the other, 
Subdued and orderly. 
My family was sitting 
In order from young to old. 
They were sitting and waiting 
Until grandpa arrived, 
Until in the garden 
The bell on our ox Tsaghik jingled. 
Grandpa entered and with panache 
Assumed his place at the head of the table 
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And the house swelled 
With the scent and whisper of the field. 
And when my grandma 
Took her old ladle in her hand, 
The spoons instinctively 
Became raucous. [11]  
The reality of self-affirmation and self-expression of one's own existence 

acts here on the basis of the behavioral school's premise "Maintain order 
so that order maintains you". Of course, even in the situation of zero-
outcome games, the role of a role-player requires that the game remains in 
memory and maybe repeated an unlimited number of times as a challenge 
to socialization through time. “She generally gave herself very good advice 
(though she very seldom followed it), and sometimes she scolded herself so 
severely as to bring tears into her eyes; and once she remembered trying to 
box her own ears for having cheated herself in a game of croquet she was 
playing against herself, for this curious child was very fond of pretending to 
be two people” [9,p.28 ]. It is obvious that socialization in a dissolving reality 
involves constant improvement of capacity, and one needs to recognize 
reality as it is. In the context of what has been said, Tumanyan's “The Hunter 
That Lied” is noteworthy in this sense. “It was when my father was baptized, 
it was when my mother was born, once we started our hunting with 5-6 
people around equipped with sabres and falchions…” 1 

This grotesque and absurd style involves criticism of the unacceptable 
behavior of society. The works in the person of Carroll, Kafka, Ionesco and 
others were mockeries of social norms, and there is a similar precedent in 
the fairy tale “Hunter the Liar” by Tumanyan. The absurdity in the case of 
Carroll is expressed not only in prose but also in poetry: 

How doth the little crocodile 
Improve his shining tail, 
And pour the waters of the Nile 
On every golden scale! 
How cheerfully he seems to grin, 
How neatly spreads his claws, 
And welcomes little fishes in, 
With gently smiling jaws! [9, p. 31] 
It is noteworthy that in this case, it is impossible to defeat the absurd, 

and it is also impossible to curb it, but with its help, it is possible to deform 
reality and control it. This is the power of the absurd from the point of view of 
ensuring the viability of the government not only to destroy and change the 
social norms formed in the historical perspective but also to create new ones. 
For this purpose, groups are created in the public space, socialized within 
the framework of alternative values. The latter, as "new heroes", manifest 
themselves in the dimensions of individualism, reaching the absurdity of their 
own behavior. 

                                        
1 Translated by co-author  
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The yearning for social roles and a "new hero" is often so clear that 
individuals strive for a "hero" in order to adjust appropriately to his behaviour. 
Socialization is depicted here against the backdrop of game theory. With the 
rational behavior of the players, the Nash equilibrium corresponds to mutual 
non-cooperation, and the Pareto-optimal balance corresponds to the 
behavior of cooperation between the two players. With such a perception of 
reality, we compare the Nash equilibrium and Pareto-optimal balances and, 
by influencing behavior, we can turn a "bad" institution into a "good" 
institution. In all this, the process of socialization plays its priority role, the 
more socialized a society is, the more homogeneous the set of principles of 
the latter are. 

“I wish I hadn't cried so much!” said Alice, as she swam about, trying to 
find her way out. I shall be punished for it now, I suppose, by being 
drowned in my own tears!” [9,p.33 ] 

The current level of development of new information and communication 
technologies proves that the political picture in the world has changed 
dramatically. Turbulence and uncertainty not only do not contribute to the 
emergence of stability but, on the contrary, the pace of change is being 
accelerated. Socialization becomes the anchor to which everyone will cling 
because institutions can be destroyed, and communities will continue to live, 
because, in fact, everyone is given a role and an opportunity for socialization.  

“I could tell you my adventures—beginning from this morning,” said Alice 
a little timidly; “but it’s no use going back to yesterday because I was a 
different person then.” [9,p. 94] 

Sweets and hidden doors, singing turtles and smiling cats that appeared 
on every second page of Carroll's book actually generate alternative and 
contradictory feelings among readers, on the other hand, they try to create 
puzzles that seem completely unrelated to each other in some indescribable 
and invisible ways. In fact, this work, embodied in the era of the Victorian 
awakening and psychoanalysis, can be considered a very conditional fairy 
tale. From the very beginning, the researchers analyzed it, noting the 
importance of the transition from childhood to sexual development and 
behavioral changes due to broad cognition. In this context, Carroll's unusual 
fairy tale was initially studied by political scientists as a complex and 
multidimensional text of playful hermeneutics, within which, through 
ethnocentrism, self-awareness, preservation or rejection of traditions, group 
and individual behavior is adapted with the requirement of prolonged 
socialization. Because in the modern conditions of the development of new 
information and communication technologies, the changing political face in 
the world sometimes leads to unexpected turns. The coil of conflicting 
interests begins with historical foundations and vanishes between the higher 
and lower, visible and unseen concerns of the chaotic present. Multi-
dimensional passages, saturated with ambiguity, imply a watchful appraisal 
of reality, as a consequence of which Alice's perception of herself alters as a 
result of continual impulses from the exterior and interior worlds. “But it’s no 
use going back to yesterday because I was a different person then.” [9, 
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pp.94-95].  Within the framework of what has been said, Tumanyan's hit fairy 
tale is a precedent for situational adaptation, the faster events go and the 
more flexible the rhythm at the center of it all becomes. 

“Twang, twing, twang, 
I traded a thorn for a loaf, 
I bartered the loaf for a lamb, 
I exchanged the lamb for a bride, 
I swapped the bride for a saz, 
I got the saz and became a minstrel, 
Twang, twing, twang.” [12] 
Regardless of the social environment in which a person was born, he is 

given to understand the "big picture", another question is if he does not 
consider himself part of the "big picture". Flexible behavior destroys the 
seemingly uneasy tangle of socialization which in an atmosphere of 
immeasurable emotions contributes to the manifestation of rational behavior. 

My grandpa has planted 
The twigs of our village 
My grandpa has calked  
The horseshoes of our village. [13] 
The author appears to be referring to the fact that each component of 

the social system is so involved that it appears as if its synchronization is due 
to it: grandfather planted trees in the village, grandfather established the 
village walls. 

CONCLUSION 
To sum it up, the identity institute is experiencing a crisis in an ever-

changing world, when the problems of socialization are considered on the 
basis of individualization and generalization of conflict, as well as in 
conditions of everchanging and oversupplied with uncertain norms and 
decaying cultural boundaries. New values established as a result of the 
collapse of the normative system of historically formed values, which 
contributes to depersonalization, have emerged as the key to developing 
mechanisms for the mechanical alignment of people. In the context of what 
has been said, fairy tales as a means of socialization not only do not cease 
to play their role as an educational institution but also as a synthetic germinal 
for the preservation of culture and the transmission of morals represent truth, 
love and hate, enmity and friendship․  It is no coincidence that there is no 
precise literary style in fairy tales, a vivid example of which are Tumanyan's 
fairy tales, which expropriate the national "mirror" in an unusual way. Fairy 
tales from the lyrical plan must be brought to the forefront to encourage 
"unconscious" socialization as the first experience of ideological 
indoctrination. Only via interaction with it is it possible to build a "self-mirror". 
Self-awareness is impossible without comparisons, but it can only be 
achieved by comparing values that retain order in the historical 
discourse. 
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13.  https://grqamol.am/article/hamo-sahyan-pap/ 
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ՀԵՔԻԱԹԻ՝ ՈՐՊԵՍ ՍՈՑԻԱԼԱԿԱՆԱՑՄԱՆ ՄԵԹՈԴԻ,  ԱՐԺԵՔԱՅԻՆ 

ԲԱԶՄԱՉԱՓՈՒԹՅՈՒՆԸ 

ՄԱՐԻԱՄ ՄԱՐԳԱՐՅԱՆ, ԳՅՈՒԼՆԱՐԱ ԴԱՆԻԵԼՅԱՆ 

Հայաստանի Հանրապետության պետական կառավարման ակադեմիա 
 

Հոդվածում ուսումնասիրված է հեքիաթի՝ որպես սոցիալականացման 
միջոցի, արժեքային բազմաչափությունը: Ըստ հեղինակների՝ հեքիաթը 
կոչված է անհատի գիտակցության մեջ համադրել սեփական, խմբային, 
ինչպես նաև հանրային շահերը` բյուրեղացնելով բարու և չարի, ուժեղի և 
թույլի, գեղեցիկի և տգեղի, արդարի և անարդարի արժեքային չափումնե-
րը: Ելակետ ընդունելով որ սոցիալականացումը հասարակության զար-
գացման պատմական ընթացքով և անհատական նախասիրություններով 
պայմանավորված` ձևավորվում է նորմերի, ավանդույթների, կարծրատի-
պերի արդիականացման օգնությամբ, հեղինակները հիմնավորել են հե-
քիաթի արժեքային բազմաչափության խաղային տրամաբանությունը: 
Այդ համատեքստում էլ ուսումնասիրված է հեքիաթը՝ որպես քննադատա-
կան մտածողության և սոցիալական վարքի նորմավորված արտահայտ-
ման ուրույն ձև, որում խտացվել են անհատի հարատև սոցիալականաց-
ման ճանաչողական, արժեքաբանական, գոյաբանական կառուցակար-
գերը: Համեմատության մեջ վերլուծված են Լուիս Քերոլի և Հովհաննես 
Թումանյանի հեքիաթներում առկա սոցիալականացման արժեքային 
բազմաչափության խաղային տրամաբանությունը: 

Բանալի բառեր. սոցիալականացում, սոցիալական շարժունակություն, 
հեքիաթ, վարքագիծ, նորմ, կարգի պահպանում, կերպափոխում, հար-
մարվողականություն։ 
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ЦЕННОСТНАЯ МНОГОГРАННОСТЬ СКАЗКИ КАК МЕТОДА 

СОЦИАЛИЗАЦИИ 
МАРИАМ МАРГАРЯН, ГЮЛЬНАРА ДАНИЕЛЯН 

Академия государственного управления Республики Армения 

В статье рассматривается ценностная многогранность сказки как 
метода социализации. Авторы считают, что сказка призвана соединить 
в сознании личности его собственные, групповые, а также общест-
венные интересы, кристаллизуя ценностные измерения добра и зла, 
сильного и слабого, прекрасного и безобразного, справедливого и 
несправедливого. Принимая за основу то, что социализация форми-
руется историческим развитием общества и индивидуальными пред-
почтениями с помощью модернизации норм, традиций, стереотипов, 
авторы обосновали игровую логику ценностной многогранности сказки. 
В этом контексте сказка изучается как уникальный способ нормативно 
выраженного критического мышления и социального поведения, в 
котором закреплены когнитивные, ценностные и онтологические меха-
низмы долгосрочной социализации личности. В сравнении анализи-
руется игровая логика ценностной многогранности социализации в 
сказках Льюиса Кэрролла и Ованнеса Туманяна. 

Ключевые слова: социализация, социальная мобильность, сказка, 
поведение, норма, сохранение порядка, трансформация, адаптация. 
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